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Resisting Whiteness: Mexican American
Studies and Rhetorical Struggles for
Visibility
Chad M. Nelson


In late 2012, Santino J. Rivera published a collection of Chicana/o literature as a
cultural and political response to the closure of Mexican American Studies in the
Tucson Unified School District. This essay argues that Rivera’s text invites critical
interrogation of the whiteness ideologies underlying critiques of MAS in an attempt to
make spaces for Chicana/o sensibilities. Such sensibilities, this essay argues, include In
Lak’ech and mestiza rhetorics, which emphasize cultural empowerment, identification,
spiritual love, and humanization.


Keywords: Whiteness Ideology; Post-Racism; Mexican American Studies; Chicana/o
Identities; Critical Rhetoric


The Tucson Unified School District’s (TUSD) Mexican American/Raza Studies
program (MAS) is the late harvest of numerous labors including student organizing
in the 1960–1970s, Chicana/o1 grassroots activism, and various class action lawsuits
including Mendoza et al. v. Tucson School District No. 1, et al. (1978) and Rosalie
Lopez et al. v. Tucson Unified Schools (1997) (Acuña, 2011; Romero, 2010).
Inaugurated in 1998, the MAS department offered courses in literature, mathematics,
government, history, and art. Similar to multicultural education in general, these
courses aimed for diverse cultural inclusion and educational equity. But unlike
dominant forms of multicultural education, MAS teachers achieved their goals
through an educational model called Critically Compassionate Intellectualism that
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combines critical pedagogies, authentic caring of students, and a social justice-
oriented curriculum (Cammarota & Romero, 2006). Coupling critical race theory
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2001) with critical pedagogy (Freire, 1970/2010), the MAS
curriculum centered Chicana/o experiences and knowledge in the educational
environment in order to invite students and teachers into dialogic struggles toward
critical consciousness of oppressions. This restructuring of the classroom offered
“each student the opportunities they need to construct his or her own counterhistory”
to “the majoritarian story that legitimizes the Anglo story as the ‘American’ story”
(Romero & Arce, 2011, p. 7). After all, Critically Compassionate Intellectualism was
intended to deconstruct systemic injustices in the TUSD, create spaces for previously
silenced voices in Tucson, and position all students, especially Latina/o2 students, for
academic success (Cammarota & Romero).


But despite the program’s impressive success at closing the achievement gap
(Cambium Learning, 2011), the TUSD Governing Board and the state of Arizona
belligerently criticized the curriculum and pedagogical model. Tom Horne, the
former Arizona Superintendent of Public Instruction (2003–2011) and the current
Arizona Attorney General, was the primary critic of MAS. To get a sense of the oft-
repeated primary argument against the ethnic studies classes, it is necessary to quote
at length from a rather transparent letter Horne distributed to the “Citizens of
Tucson”:


I believe people are individuals, not exemplars of racial groups. What is important
about people is what they know, what they can do, their ability to appreciate
beauty, their character, and not what race into which they are born. They are
entitled to be treated that way. It is fundamentally wrong to divide students up
according to their racial group, and teach them separately. (T. Horne, personal
communication, June 11, 2007)


Following Horne’s extensive campaign to shut down MAS, Governor Jan Brewer
signed Arizona HB 2281 (2010) into law. Suspiciously parroting the anti-immigrant
tone of Arizona SB 1070 (2010), the legislation prohibits courses that “promote the
overthrow of the United States government. Promote resentment toward a race or
class of people. Are designed primarily for pupils of a particular ethnic group.
Advocate ethnic solidarity instead of the treatment of pupils as individuals” (p. 1).
Ironically, these texts allege the dangerousness of centering specific racial identities in
the classroom while simultaneously minimizing their significance in a student’s
education. In this supposed “post-racial” moment, individuality is commonly
accepted as the elixir for racial inequities (Lacy, 2010). If we somehow treat every
person as equal, then racial discrimination will eventually dissipate. Within this
colorblind logic, the accusation of racism is racist par excellence in that it violates the
fundamental liberal belief in a student’s individuality as her only morally legitimate
path to academic success. In the absence of racism, multiculturalism and tolerance
have emerged as means to celebrate cultural diversity while inadvertently deracializ-
ing public discourse and cloaking institutional racism (Flores, Moon, & Nakayama,
2006; Herakova, Jelača, Sibii, & Cooks, 2011).
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In this essay, I argue that this twisted post-racial logic underlies and motivates
criticisms of TUSD’s Mexican American Studies. Colorblind arguments, such as those
embedded in Tom Horne’s letter and HB 2281, neglect historical positions of white
privilege and falsely assume that race can be simply transcended by both whites and
non-whites (Crenshaw, 1997). This argument is artistically developed in Santino J.
Rivera’s collection of Chicana/o literature titled, ¡Ban This!: The BSP Anthology of
Xican@ Literature (2012). The collection is a piercing political and cultural critique of
the dominant racial discourses and inequitable experiences of Chicana/os in the
TUSD. Explicating the present mechanics of racism, Rivera’s selections collectively
function to expose how xenophobic positions toward Chicana/os are maintained by
whiteness. Whiteness ideologically functions to erect and protect discursive and
material forms of white privilege (Crenshaw). Because whiteness has become
naturalized and seemingly universalized, it is often perceived as the norm by which
all “others” are to understand themselves (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). Of course,
whiteness is tricky to delineate owing to its ever adaptable and historically contingent
qualities (Frankenberg, 1993). Nonetheless, invisibility does not lighten its effects.
Whiteness has been strategically used to marginalize the lived experiences of “others”
(Morrison, 1992), further capitalist exploitation (Roediger, 1991), and justify violent
racial wars (Baldwin, 2011). It becomes the task of the critical rhetorician to
illuminate the historically contingent constructs that promote its socially privileged
position (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995).


One of the many pressing questions posed by the study of whiteness is how to
interrupt the interpretation of its normative power. Whiteness scholars in Commun-
ication Studies have offered several strategies including conversation between whites
and non-whites (Simpson, 2008; Warren & Hytten, 2004), critical self-reflexivity
(Crenshaw, 1997; Nakayama & Krizek, 1995), intersectionality (Moon & Flores,
2000), and critiques of embodied performances of whiteness (Cooks, 2003; Warren,
2001). Drawing from Rivera’s literary collection, this essay offers an additional critical
strategy, namely, positioning Chicana/o identities as a resource of intervention into
the invisibility of whiteness. Rhetoricians have well documented how Latina/os have
articulated their identities through cultural forms such as music (Pineda, 2009),
murals (LaWare, 1998), and theater (Holling & Calafell, 2007). Performances such as
these are intended to resist, at least in part, hegemonic discourses, empower spaces
for alternative cultural narratives, and draw critical attention to the discriminatory
political and economic contexts in which co-cultural communities live. For Calafell
(2007), embracing a Chicana feminist perspective in a space of overwhelming
whiteness places her “experience as a woman of color at the center, allowing me to
see myself not as a victim or someone with no history but as a strong woman with an
illustrious but silenced history” (p. 14). Centering previously marginalized identities
in curricula and pedagogies presents viable opportunities for both critical engagement
with whiteness and empowerment of co-cultural communities, as Calafell and TUSD
student experiences testify.


Following suit, this essay positions co-cultural consciousness, and particularly the
Chicana/o sensibilities and experiences voiced in Rivera’s literary collection, as
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integral to the whiteness studies project. Certainly self-reflexivity of whiteness and
privileged practices is crucial for working against white privilege (Jackson, Shin, &
Hilson, 2000), but self-reflexivity alone risks becoming a post-racial echo chamber
wherein white norms and privileges are reinforced and amplified. John Warren
(2001) voiced a similar concern, which he described as “an unreflective immersion in
the politics of whiteness” (p. 101). Apprehension over self-reflexivity begs a critical
impetus to set reflexivity into motion and to ensure it achieves its anti-racist pursuits,
and according to Rivera’s collection, Chicana/o sensibilities and experiences function
as such impetuses to expose the hegemonic constructions of whiteness and to locate
potentialities for Chicana/o empowerment in Tucson. Critiques of whiteness through
the lens of Chicana/o sensibilities and experiences extend similar co-cultural critiques
of whiteness (Griffin & Calafell, 2011; Jackson et al., 2000). However, I am not
suggesting that a redefinition of Chicana/o identities alone is able to improve material
conditions for Chicana/os in Tucson or to undermine altogether the discursive and
material aspects of whiteness circulating in the TUSD. But rather, as Enck-Wanzer
(2011) models, rhetorical critics must view performances of cultural empowerment as
negotiated within historical colonialisms as well as the economic and political
constraints on that particular community. Out of such work, a nuanced depiction
emerges of the ways in which identities in a community contribute to opportunities
for political agency that are themselves shaped by dominant interests.


With that being said, the Chicana/o identities read in ¡Ban This! (2012) constitute
compelling challenges to the assumption of a “post-racial” society, exposing its
representations to be elaborate, persuasive constructs upheld (in)visibly by whiteness.
To expose this facade in the TUSD, I employ the tools of critical rhetoric. As
McKerrow (1989) argues, “the initial task of a critical rhetoric is one of re-creation—
constructing an argument that identifies the integration of power and knowledge and
delineates the role of power/knowledge in structuring social practices” (p. 102). Out
of this re-creation of the arguments embedded in Rivera’s literary selections emerge
two rhetorical strategies for interrupting and working against white privilege. Deeply
rooted in Chicana/o sensibilities, these rhetorical strategies are referred to in this
essay as In Lak’ech and mestiza rhetorics. The collection suggests that these
humanizing rhetorics are at the true center of MAS, and as such, they are intended
to empower audiences to challenge embedded whiteness in Tucson.


In writing this rhetorical critique, I first briefly survey the history of Chicana/o
educational experiences and the literatures pertaining to Chicana/o identities and
resistant literature. I then interpret how Rivera’s collection invites critiques of
whiteness before explaining how the text empowers Chicana/o sensibilities of In
Lak’ech and mestiza rhetorics.


Historical Background: Chicana/o Educational Experiences


Chicana/o schooling in the U.S. Southwest cannot be understood apart from the
historical contexts of Spanish colonialism, Americanization programs, and resistance
against these hegemonic forces (MacDonald & Monkman, 2005). That is, the
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schooling of Chicana/os is situated within the “broader Latina/o collective experience
of oppression within the U.S. racial classification system” (Hidalgo, 2005, p. 378). The
dominance of core American cultural values in schooling, including individualism
and achievement orientation, has historically alienated Chicana/os from their
communal identities (Bernal, 2006). Whether it was “Mexican schools” acculturating
Latina/os for perceived cultural and linguistic deficiencies after the Mexican–
American War, immigrant education designed to produce cheap labor during the
twentieth century, or persistently under-resourced and segregated schooling, Latina/o
experiences in the U.S. education system have been marked by xenophobia and
inequity (Gonzalez, 1990/2013; Spring, 2013).


In the 1960s, addressing these inequitable and culturally exclusive education
policies and practices were among the foremost civil rights issues for Chicana/o
communities. Before 1960, Mexican American struggles for educational equity
centered on overcoming segregation with litigation and were primarily carried out
by adults; however, post-1960 Chicana/o involvement in education reform was driven
by mass student mobilization and direct action in schools (San Miguel, 2013).
Students, teachers, and community activists strategically used strikes, walkouts,
boycotts, and demonstrations against English-only and Anglo-centric structures and
curricula (Gutiérrez, 2011). For instance, in 1968, thousands of Chicana/o high school
students walked out of East Los Angeles public schools to challenge discrimination,
cultural exclusion, English-only rules, poor school conditions, and lack of Chicana/o
teachers and administrative staff (San Miguel). Additional strategies for addressing
educational inequity included increasing Chicana/o school board representation,
advocating bilingual and bicultural education, improving Chicana/o student achieve-
ment, implementing pluralism, including Mexican American content in the class-
room, and attempting to address community poverty (San Miguel).


In the late 1960s, similar struggles for educational justice took place in Tucson.
Community organizers, parents, and students participated in a series of school
walkouts. The goal simply stated: Chicana/o voices and experiences should be
included in the classroom. In spite of these demonstrations, discrimination against
Latino/as, African Americans, and Native Americans remained deeply entrenched in
the school district. It was not until a series of court rulings that the situation began to
change. In June 1978, the court ordered the district to desegregate, and in compliance
with the ruling, the parties drew up a comprehensive desegregation plan that added
phonetics programs for Chicano/a first graders and a bilingual Standard English as a
Second Language program for co-cultural students (Brousseau, 1993). Despite
considerable white opposition within the district, Tucson community advocacy led
to the inclusion of courses for Native Americans, Mexican Americans, African
Americans, and Asian students in 1998 (Brousseau; Romero & Arce, 2011). In 2009,
the TUSD filed a petition and was granted an end to federal court oversight of its
desecration plans. But, in 2011, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
reversed that court’s decision and ordered continued oversight of the district’s plans
to achieve unitary status.
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Ch(X)icana/o Identities: Struggles for Empowerment


The identities of the Chicana/os at the center of these struggles for educational equity
emerged out of what Anzaldúa (1999) calls “una herida abierta” (p. 25) of oppression
and illegitimacy. With the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), the
US–Mexico border crossed those who were once living in Mexico. In these colonized
territories lived the “prohibited,” “forbidden,” and “transgressors” alongside those
considered “legitimate inhabitants” (Anzaldúá, p. 25). This crisis of home, and the
racism and exploitation that accompanied it, forced most Mexicans to assimilate into
Mexican Americans. But the 1950–1970s generation refused to assimilate and
constituted an identity that was neither Mexican nor Anglo (García, 1997). Within
a context of political and economic marginalization and racial injustice, the
assertiveness of their Indigenous, Mexican, and Spanish identities brought about a
culture-affirming national consciousness among people who called themselves
“Chicano” (Alurista, 1981). In the 1960s, “Chicano” united a heterogeneous
population around a common culture and language, and out of this cultural
nationalism, a resistance movement emerged to seek equity and social justice for
Mexican Americans (Alurista; Hammerback & Jensen, 1994). Vital to the success of
this Chicano Movement was the Mexican and Indigenous symbols used to critique
dominant racialized ideologies, empower political action, and establish a sense of
cultural empowerment among Chicana/os (Delgado, 1998).


Rightly, several scholars have critiqued Chicanismo as harboring masculine biases
and gender inequities (Garcia; 1989; Holling, 2006a). Rhetorical critiques of the
intersection of Chicana/o identities with gender, sexuality, and class continue to
multiply (Calafell, 2007; Holling, 2006b). Additionally, in response to the exceeding
complexity and heterogeneity of oppression under neoliberal polices, Xicana/o
identities have sprouted (Rios, 2008). “Xicana/o” hails from the Nahuatl spelling of
“Chicana/o” and symbolizes a desire to draw from Indigenous cultural roots to locate
symbols and strategies for resistance to colonization (Baca, 2008). Extending beyond
Mexican Americans to include Central and South Americans, the Xicana/o identity
highlights unity and justice as guiding moral principles, represents a willingness to
critique other Xicana/os, and incorporates a multidimensional approach to address
issues faced by all Xicana/os, including immigration and language barriers (Rios;
Urrieta, 2004).


Chicana/o Literature: A Project of Self-Assertion and Resistance


From the 1960 to the 1970s, most Chicano literature embodied the cultural
nationalism of the Chicano Movement (Alurista, 1981). Chicana/o authors strategic-
ally imported cultural nationalism into their novels and poetry to voice their social
alienation and to claim a sense of self for a forgotten and abhorred people (Eysturoy
& Gurpegui, 1990). Literary works such as The Autobiography of a Brown Buffalo
(1972) and Memories of the Alhambra (1977) describe characters searching for
identity among Spanish, Mexican, and Indigenous roots. Novels such as … y no se lo
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tragó la tierra (1971) and the work of Rolando Hinojosa highlight the brutal
conditions of Chicana/o farm workers and the politico-economic systems that
maintain oppressive Anglo-Chicana/o power relationships (Eysturoy & Gurpegui).
Within the Chicano Movement, these literary works spurred a critical consciousness
of dispossession and displacement (Pèrez-Torres, 1995). In this context, conscientiza-
tion implies more than mere awareness. It simultaneously requires emancipatory
change. As Freire (1970/2010) writes, dialogic struggles with the contradictions of
their social and political realities empower the oppressed to take action against
dominant structures and false representations of co-cultural communities. Likewise
Chicano literature in this historical period functioned as a space wherein Chicana/os
could dialogically engage in a critical process of becoming “authors of their realities
and self-determine their roles in society” (Berta-Ávila, 2003, p. 128). For instance,
cultural myths such as the Nahuatl homeland of Aztlán were used in Chicano
narratives including “The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez” to critique Anglo power
structures in the U.S. Southwest and to carve out a land for the disinherited to call
home (Rodriguez, 2000). This self-assertion of Chicana/o values and political interests
in the form of Mexican and Indigenous literary archetypes, bilingual conversational
styles, cultural folklore, and Chicana/o imagery also countered popular Anglo
representations of Mexican Americans as lazy, criminal, and ignorant (Alurista).


In response to this literary era, Chicana literature emerged as a critique of the
patriarchy and stereotypical maternal roles for women in Chicanismo (Eysturoy &
Gurpegui, 1990). Whereas Chicanismo was narrowly focused on cultural survival,
Chicana feminists also argued for critiques of sexism in Chicana/o communities
(Garcia, 1989). In Chicana literature, this critique took the form of opposition to
patriarchal institutions, a reinterpretation of Chicana cultural archetypes, and an
emphasis on distinctive female experiences (Sandoval, 2008). Several Chicana authors
centered the mestiza identity in their writing in an attempt to resist both Chicanismo
and Anglo stereotypes of Chicanas (Anzaldúá, 1999; Delgadillo, 2011). This mestiza
trope draws from the inclusive hybrid identity of Chicanas as a means to locate
interrelationships between Anglos and Chicana/os as well as to address racism,
sexism, and classism (Pèrez-Torres, 1995). Similar to earlier Chicana prose, Ana
Castillo’s (1994) Massacre of the Dreamers: Essays on Xicanisma is an example of
both a Chicana feminist critique of traditional gender roles and use of the mestiza
trope to critique other dominant dualities. She calls this consciousness, Xicanisma:
“Xicanisma is an ever-present consciousness of our interdependence specifically
rooted in our culture and history. … It is yielding; never resistant to change, one
based on wholeness not dualisms” (Castillo, 1994, p. 226). Drawing from, but not
limited to the Chicana experience, Xicanisma empowers a subversive politics that
opposes individualism and other capitalistic values (Schoeffel, 2008). Read through
Xicanisma and Chicana/o resistance literatures, we begin to see the subversive nature
of TUSD’s Mexican American Studies and Rivera’s collection of Chicana/o literature,
and with this in mind, I now turn to the rhetorical text.
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¡Ban This!: Making Whiteness Visible in Tucson


Published by his independent publication company, Broken Sword Publications,
Santino J. Rivera’s collection includes selections of poetry, short stories, nonfiction,
and excerpts from larger novels. The book is divided into 40 short sections. Each
section is devoted to a single author, and typically includes a brief biography of the
author followed by one or more of her works. These selections vary from a poem
about breakfast tacos to Rodolfo Acuña’s defense of TUSD’s Mexican American
Studies program.


Taken as a whole, Rivera’s collection rhetorically serves to expose the whiteness
tropes underlying critiques of MAS. One way in which the collection does this is by
interrupting the perceived normativity of whiteness by which all “others” are judged.
In her poem, “Finding a Voice,” Adrianna Simone describes her childhood
experiences in the U.S. education system:


When I was young, I had no voice./ I tried to speak, but no one understood me./ I
spent fourteen long years in speech therapy./ I knew I was different, and I was
tormented for it./ I needed to learn perfect English/ if I wanted to “fit in.” (p. 293)


In this state of “loneliness” separated “from potential friends and the family who
loved me,” she desperately attempted to learn English by reading “European” books
(p. 294). “I started with their tradition, their norm./ What I discovered was my
culture, my history./ Always there, sitting on the bookshelves,/ if a bit hidden behind
other crap” (p. 295). Simone is disclosing the pain associated with the cultural deficit
ideology in education (Apple, 2006). This ideology shares the basic suppositions as
colonialism in that both assume the superiority of the colonizer, implicitly
constituting the other as inferior (Beck & Allexsaht-Snider, 2001). Pushing the
argument further, it seems that cultural deficiency also exemplifies the paradoxical
“violent normativity” of whiteness (Shome, 2000, p. 367). For those occupying the
position of whiteness, English-only instruction and Western knowledge are the
unacknowledged, and often unconscious, norms in the classroom. In the style of Toni
Morrison (1992), Simone’s poem attempts to convey through anecdotes of isolation
and abandonment that knowledge claims and linguistic forms are not ideologically
innocent. Their existence as “standards” is legitimized through violent suppression of
other “facts” and cultural voices in the classroom, particularly in the TUSD.


In fact, Simone confronts the TUSD School Board asking, “Who are you to say
what/ the facts are?/ Have you experienced this/ racism and prejudice?/ Your
privilege and/ ‘colorblindness’/ just perpetuates/ the same raping of our culture that
has been forced on us/ for decades” (pp. 292–293). “Facts,” in the closing of MAS,
signify what Frankenberg (1993) calls the privileging of a normative racial group. In
2006, Dolores Huerta gave a speech at Tucson High Magnet School in which she told
students “Republicans hate Latinos.” In response, Tom Horne sent his deputy,
Margaret Dugan to address the students. “When she began speaking, some students
stood, turned their backs and lifted clenched fists in the air. … Some walked out”
(Ceasar, 2011, para. 14). Hailing symbols from the 1960–1970s Chicano Movement,
clenched fists and walkouts symbolize Chicana/o consciousness raising and resistance
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to the political status-quo. Responding to this threatening cultural self-assertion,
Horne wrote a letter listing reasons for closing MAS. He concludes the letter with, “I
can use my pulpit to bring out the facts” (p. 7). When whiteness norms are exposed
and critiqued by the voicing of racial grievances, race privileged bully pulpits appeal
to the colorblind objectivity of “facts” to squash the threat. This rhetorical tactic is
attractive to those in similar positions of whiteness because the appeal functions as a
defense of “realpolitik waged against pernicious forms of identitarian distraction”
(Giroux, 2010, p. 83). In this context, the supposedly amoral cultural deficit ideology
buttresses the violent normativity of whiteness in the face of threatening divisiveness
that follows from centering other cultural identities in the classroom.


Like “Finding a Voice,” other poems in Rivera’s collection decry the normative
violence of whiteness that alienates Chicana/o students from their own cultural
sensibilities. For instance, in “Lament,” Andrea Serrano recalls, “Opening my US
history book in the 11th grade/ and not finding a single person who looked like me/
felt like a slap in the face/ reminded me I am invisible/ almost made me lose all hope”
(p. 83). In “Of Codices and Culture,” Santino J. Rivera describes the paradoxical
positionality of Chicana/os who “bleed to death/ from wounds/ opened by extreme/
prejudice/ and the censorship/ of an invisible people/ who walk the lines/ between a
pejorative/ and a falsehood/ still lost in a world/ of confusion, scorn/ and
manipulation” (p. 126). The MAS classes were designed to heal said wounds caused
by cultural deficit ideologies through strategies of cultural empowerment. Incorpor-
ating Latina/o cultural knowledge and values as well as bilingual education into
curricula is important for Latina/o academic success (Garcia, 2001). But as with the
lackluster success of the Chicano Movement, so too the elimination of MAS courses
reestablishes a colorblind equality that paradoxically denies the importance of other
cultures while hiding one’s own privileged racial standpoint. This rhetorical strategy
parallels what Nakayama and Krizek (1995) identify as whiteness’s ability to
“transcend” race while maintaining demeaning racial categories for others. Although
the strategy purports equality, colorblindness actually works to justify “contemporary
racial inequality and thus help maintain ‘systemic white privilege’” (Rothenberg,
2007, p. 132).


This is the essentializing function of whiteness, and it also appears in Frank
Mundo’s “How I Became a Mexican.” Mundo reflects on how he became “Mexican”
while playing basketball in California. He describes the haphazard method used to
select teams as “a variation on the old shirts-and-skins theme, they called it Whites
versus Mexicans, and it was pretty simple. Everyone with brown skin was on one
team, and everyone with white skin was on the other” (pp. 1–2). Mundo’s problem
with these practices: “it’s not like I even had a choice what to call myself” (p. 4).
Remaining colorless, whiteness forces cultural others into its own ideologically
fashioned racialized categories (Crenshaw, 1997), and in the process, Chicana/os are
stripped of their complex identities and essentialized to their skin color. In “What’s a
Mexican ‘Supposed’ to Look Like?,” Sara Calderón gets to the violent crux of this
racist essentializing: “Every time someone denies who I am, it’s more than just a
stereotype; it’s insistence that who I am is not valuable” (p. 80). Robbed of identity,
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Chicana/os become empty signifiers that can be raced and dehumanized by those in
positions of power. As Roberto Rodriguez attests, Chicana/os in the TUSD are “at
best … mongrels, undeserving of full human rights. The survival of this narrative is
dependent upon the process of de-indigenization and de-humanization” (p. 19). The
privilege of naming divides and objectifies Chicana/os. Erasing Chicana/o histories,
banning Chicana/o knowledge, and restricting Chicana/o culture to mere celebration,
the TUSD Governing Board has delegitimized each Chicana/o’s Indigenous and
Mexican heritages and divided the Chicana from her cultural self. This does not mean
that Chicana/os lack agency. As Rivera’s literary collection and the former existence
of MAS attests, Chicana/o voices have been successful engaging and challenging
racism in the public sphere. But those engagements are often met with objectification
strategies, and it is through this objectification of Chicana/os that whiteness is able to
maintain its privileged position in Tucson.


In addition to the violent normativity of whiteness, Rivera’s collection reveals a
second rhetorical strategy of whiteness in Tucson. To sustain the privileged social
status of whiteness, mythic narratives of “America” and fear escalation tactics permit
nativism and obscure systemic racism in Arizona, and particularly in Tucson. In
Rivera’s collection, Roberto Rodriguez writes that Arizona HB 2281 and SB 1070
“seek to maintain the narrative of conquest, an archetype dictating that the deaths of
some 5,000 primarily Indigenous Mexicans and Central Americans in the Arizona/
Sonora desert in the past dozen years mean little in this clash” (p. 18). This “Manifest
Insanity” (p. 17) narrative has maintained the discursive conditions for racist
attitudes toward Chicana/os in Arizona, and Rivera’s collection implicates whiteness.
Satirically, Luis Urrea’s poem, “Arizona Lamentation,” unmasks how whiteness uses
mythic constructions of an “American” homeland to legitimize white claims to the
land and to repress accusations of racism. Urrea opens the poem describing a pre-
European invaded homeland as “always Odin’s garden,/ a clean white place” (p. 20).
Odin’s garden is a reference to both Norse mythology and the Garden of Eden in the
Christian tradition. Furthermore, “white” is equated with “clean,” implying that
whiteness is without racial features. Without color, whiteness can arrange racial and
social hierarchies incognito (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). But then Urrea goes on to
describe what tragically happened to Odin’s garden:


No Mexican was ever born/ in our land./ Then their envy, their racial hatred/ made
us build a border fence/ to protect our children./ But they kept coming/. … We had
family values, we had clean sidewalks./ Then these strangers came./ These
mudmen./ They invaded our dream/ and colored it. (p. 20–21).


Urrea’s themes of erasure and flipping illustrate how whiteness functions to erase and
flip cultural histories allowing other mythical constructions of homeland to sprout.
Such mythical constructions of “America” function to inversely position Chicana/os
as “invaders.” Perhaps this topsy-turvy, slight-of-hand rhetorical strategy of whiteness
is better exemplified in Urrea’s short poem, “Definition”: “Illegal Alien, adj. / n./ A
term by which/ an invading colonial force/ vilifies/ indigenous cultures/ by
identifying them as/ an invading colonial force” (p. 40). Utilizing Burke’s (1969)
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master trope of irony, Urrea invites his readers to critique the privileged
positionalities that not only reinforce a mythic “America,” but are also used like
“pulpits” to justify nativism toward Chicana/os, the impure invaders of “Odin’s
garden.”


Michelle Holling (2011) argues that these mythic conceptions of “America” are
propped up by white privilege and racial oppression. Implicating whiteness in racial
oppression, Rodriguez similarly writes that underlying HB 2281 and SB 1070 is a
systemic “attempt to maintain, amid the ‘browning’ of the nation, the myth of
America as the pristine home God promised to English-speaking, white, Anglo-Saxon
Protestants” (p. 17). This passage is reminiscent of Roediger’s (1991) argument that
white fear emerged as means for white workers to distance themselves from black
workers and to maintain their own political and economic interests in light of the
development of wage labor. Several deeply personal narratives in Rivera’s collection
testify to the ways in which white fears over losing their “homeland” have justified
material racial oppression of Chicana/os. For example, in his poem, “Never Forget,”
Rivera lists his evidence, including small pox infected blankets, 1492, crack cocaine,
and Operation Wetback. He concludes the poem with an urgent call: “never forget
the white-washers/ never forget the book banners/ never forget the silencers/ never
forget them/ never forget their inhumanity” (p. 121). Utilizing a rhetorical strategy of
chronological shifting through discriminatory events, his poem undermines claims
that racial oppression is restricted to the past and brings to light historical and
present examples of Chicana/o suffering. In her poem, “¡Ban This!,” Odilia Rodriguez
builds on Rivera’s argument suggesting that white fears of Chicana/o claims to the U.
S. Southwest justify attempts at silencing Chicana/o histories and voices. “Aztlán/ the
place you fear/ we might want to reclaim ∼ /our ancestral home, occupied/ by you
/by you/ who erase truths/ that can not be silenced/ by boxing up or burning books”
(p. 307). Instead of abandoning her cultural markers, Rodriguez claims terms such as
“Aztlán” from Chicana/o resistance literature in an attempt to illuminate the irony of
white claims to the ancestral home of Chicana/os. Furthermore, Rodriguez’s poem
redresses dominant interpretations of Aztlán as “promoting the overthrow of the
United States government,” and instead suggests that the nativism voiced in Arizona
HB 2281 continues both the political disenfranchisement and material agony that
have been a part of Chicana/o experiences in Arizona since 1848. Like the MAS
classes themselves, the authors in Rivera’s collection strive to overcome whiteness’s
deflection strategies to expose historical and present institutional injustices and the
whiteness tropes that sustain racial bigotry.


To summarize, Rivera’s collection of Chicana/o literature rhetorically makes visible
the veiled whiteness tropes that lurk in critiques of MAS classes. It carries out this
task by interrupting the violent, dehumanizing project of whiteness and exposing
white fears and mythical constructions of “America” as constructs that hide and
justify systemic racism and prejudiced treatment of Chicana/os in Tucson.
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Mestiza and In Lak’ech Rhetorics: Making Spaces for Chicana/os


Hidden and demeaned by white privilege, Chicana/o sensibilities are offered in
Rivera’s literary collection as an empowering resource of hope and intervention for
Chicana/os in Tucson. One such sensibility in Rivera’s text is mestiza rhetoric. Gloria
Anzaldúa (1999) describes the mestiza as containing diverse subjectivities forming a
hybrid identity of one who lives in conflict torn between opposing Mexican,
American, Indigenous, and Spanish cultural values in an Anglo-dominated world.
To simply survive requires a mestiza “to be an Indian in a Mexican culture, to be
Mexican from an Anglo point of view” by operating “in a pluralistic mode” (p. 79).
Hence, the mestiza understands her own cultural identities as flexible and continually
negotiated within her socially situated positionalities.


Rivera’s collection explores how these mestiza rhetorical tropes initiate a
problematizing of racial categories in Tucson. For instance, in “How I Became
Mexican,” Mundo refuses the “or” of Hispanic or Latino or White and identifies
instead with liminal characters. He describes this liminality as “the mucky residue on
the rim of the melting pot, and my very existence is repulsive and horrifying because
I represent the future” (p. 5). His new identity represents a future that is “necessarily
ambiguous mixed-raced American human, void of classification, stereotypes and, by
extension, pride” (p. 5). In contrast to the celebratory superficiality of multi-
culturalism, centering the mestiza identity in anti-racist curricula and pedagogies is,
as Mundo claims, often perceived as horrifying, repulsive, and even “illegal.” But
within this space of offensiveness, mestiza positionalities have the rhetorical capacity
to absorb cultural contradictions, ambiguities, and white fear to produce something
hopeful. That something hopeful is the undermining of the racial binaries and
categories created and curated by white privilege. Similar to the Xicanisma ideology,
the mestiza trope in Rivera’s collection, and particularly in Mundo’s piece, refuses to
be racially classified while embracing the distinction of being Chicana/o (Castillo,
1994). In other words, centering the mestiza in the classroom is a strategy for
resisting racial classification and claiming the right to name one’s self. This radically
undermines Horne’s assertion that “it is fundamentally wrong to divide students up
according to their racial group.” For example, the mestiza positionality, embodied in
the liminal figure, composes a holistic subjectivity that relies on self-conceptions and
others for definition. As Elenes (2000) puts it in her reading of Anzaldúá, Castillo,
and Lucas, “Chicanas have constructed a multiple and contradictory subject that
reflects the discontinuities and heterogeneity of the Chicana/o community” (p. 110).
Therefore, the self can only be known in relation to the experiences and ambiguities
of the Chicana/o community, of which she is a part. Collapsing the dualism of
individualism–collectivism, the Chicana/o identity, as represented in mestiza tropes,
is intimately tied into the pluralistic experiences of historical and present Chicana/o
communities. Hence, curricula and pedagogies similar to TUSD’s Mexican American
Studies allow opportunities for Chicana/o students to dialogically discover their
identities and means for empowerment in an Anglo-dominated world.
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Milo Alvarez incorporates this interrelation into his poem, “The Trail of
Quisqueya.” “I will do right by my ancestors by,/ Keeping this Fire burning,/ And
their Knowledge sacred./ Because it is the only hope either one of us got./ And you
will correct the wrongs of your people/ by seeking the humanity that your
grandfather destroyed” (pp. 244–245). This mestiza positionally shines light on the
varied experiences of anguish and abandonment that is part of Chicana/o experiences
and represented in the poems of Cuevas, Gomez, and Urrea. Additionally, the poetry
of Lopez and Martinez highlights the economic struggles of Chicana/o families in the
borderlands. These admittedly uncomfortable stories forefront Chicana/o experiences
on their own terms, and as such, they reveal the complex humanity of Chicana/os
and provide opportunities for resistance to white stereotypes of Chicana/os, both in
and out of the classroom.


The second means of Chicana/o empowerment offered in Rivera’s literary
collection is In Lak’ech. Before their termination, each MAS class started with the
same phrase. The phrase means “You are my other me. If I do harm to you, I do
harm to myself. If I love and respect you, I love and respect myself.” This phrase
encapsulates the Mayan philosophy of In Lak’ech. Arnoldo Vento describes In
Lak’ech as, “the principle of love and respect for your fellow human being. It
humanizes humankind by eliminating the ego. It unites as opposed to disuniting; it
humanizes as opposed to dehumanization and fragmentation. It is the ultimate
principle of spiritual love” (Rodriguez, 2011, p. 7). In Rivera’s collection, Roberto
Rodriguez argues that In Lak’ech is related to another concept called Panche Be,
which means “‘to seek the root of the truth’ or ‘to find the truth in the roots’” (p. 16).
Rodriguez explains that these complementary ways of living are rooted in the maize
culture of Indigenous peoples. In addition to affirming the Indigenous roots of
Chicana/os, these Maya-Nahua concepts create a basis for a revolutionary spiritual
love. Coupled with Panche Be, we get the sense that In Lak’ech is not a passive love,
but rather one that motivates toward unity and political action in pursuit of social
justice. In “Finding a Voice,” Adrianna Simone describes Chicana/o narratives of
suffering as “stories of adversity and hope bound up in the ugliness of history and a
willingness to believe in the changing effects of love” (p. 295). Responding to the
banning of books in the TUSD, Odilia Rodriguez writes, “words live we remember
them, our love, our stories ∼ history, cannot be erased not banned” (pp. 307–308).
Grounded in Chicana/o suffering and hope, this revolutionary spiritual love hails
Anzaldúá’s concept of spiritual activism (Keating, 2008). “Spiritual activism is
spirituality for social change, spirituality that posts a relational worldview and uses
this holistic worldview to transform one’s self and one’s worlds” (Keating, p. 54).
Keating identifies three aspects of spiritual activism: self-reflection must be
reciprocity related to political action; the process of spiritual activism, like the
mestiza identity, is filled with ambiguity; and pain/violence are to be expected.
Spiritual activism as an act of love, rooted in Chicana/o sensibilities is positioned for
rectifying the inhumanity created by whiteness. As Rodriguez writes in Rivera’s
collection, In Lak’ech constitutes “the essence of who we are or who we can be;
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human beings connected to each other, to all of life and creation. Part of creation; not
outside of it” (p. 16).


This rhetorical appeal to the connectedness of humanity embedded in the Mayan
philosophy of In Lak’ech is a basis both for organizing identification among diverse
peoples and for motivating toward social justice. For instance, Andrea Serrano writes
in “Lament” that even though she is not from Arizona, “Arizona’s influence/ spills
over to New Mexico/ boils over to Texas/ seeps into Birmingham/ where four little
girls/ were martyred on September 15, 1963/ because they were defenseless/ because
their lives were deemed worthless/ because they were Black” (p. 84). In his poem,
“The Ballad of Troy Davis,” Rivera identifies with those that are unjustly sentenced to
death: “I am Troy Davis and I am a man/ just like countless others who held signs/
and marched/ and said the same thing/ until they died with a glimmer of hope/ in
their eyes/ and cold doubt in their still hearts” (p. 115). Emanating from Maya-
Nahua-specific language, In Lak’ech invites all peoples to identify with the
paradoxical human reality of suffering and hope that we each experience, but is
more pronounced in the experiences of co-cultural communities. So, identification
then invites both critical reflexivity and social change.


This In Lak’ech understanding of identification and spiritual love is at the heart of
TUSD’s Mexican American Studies. As part of an independent audit of MAS courses,
Cambium Learning (2011) conducted a series of focus groups with various
stakeholders to determine the program’s educational effectiveness. According to the
report, one elementary student “spoke of the Tezcatlipocas, and how that instruction
teaches them to love themselves and respect other people” (p. 105). In the high school
focus groups:


Several students spoke of En Lak’Ech [sic], saying they have learned to respect
people of all cultures by seeing them as an extension of themselves. Students say
this is the philosophy is what [sic] propels them into their community involvement.
They look outside of their own lives and want to learn about other people, how they
feel, what their issues are, and do something about it. (p. 106)


The interplay of mestiza and In Lak’ech rhetorics to resist whiteness can be heard in
MAS student testimonies about the program. For instance, one student voiced that
the courses helped her gain “so much confidence. … I have learned so much about
myself that now I can talk and use my voice to inform people” (Bodfield, 2008, para.
50). In an education system that focuses “on winning at all costs, a ruthless
competitiveness, hedonism, the cult of individualism” (Giroux, 2003, p.185),
centering mestiza and In Lak’ech rhetorics undermines neoliberal education policies
and radically flips the classroom into a space for practicing cultural empowerment,
critical reflexivity, and social justice pedagogies.


Conclusion: A Brief Reflection on Counterstorytelling


In Tucson, the conditions for dialogue on whiteness and race seem bleak. But the
voices of TUSD’s Chicana/o students persistently point us toward hope in the midst
of desperation, and Chicana/o literature plays a vital role in their counterstorytelling
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(Yosso, 2006). Counterstorytelling is the intentional sharing of co-cultural stories and
experiences to promote both critical consciousness of oppression from the
perspectives of the marginalized and resistance to racism by restoring the humanity
of the oppressed (Yosso). In a state that aggressively harasses Chicana/o communities,
counterstorytelling in the form of Chicana/o literary activism contains the human-
izing rhetorical impetus crucial to challenging and interrupting dominant racial logics
in Tucson.


Counterstorytelling may also provide an ethical framework for critical race rhetoric
projects. As a white rhetorical critic, what should be my position toward whiteness
texts? For Warren (2003), the only ethical position was to deconstruct the whiteness
in his own locality while being ever-conscious of his implication in white privilege
and desire to see that privilege diminished. Linda Alcoff (1998) suggests that critics
can and should speak for co-cultural others only to the degree that they are
consistently attentive to issues of motives, context and speaker location, representa-
tion, responsibility, accountability, and affects of our criticism. For her, it is essential
that the critic of whiteness be guided by the ethical raison d’être that she ends her
essay: “Will it enable the empowerment of oppressed peoples?” (p. 31). Ultimately, it
is not the critic that makes such determinations, but rather her readers and
“oppressed peoples,” themselves. Implicated in this ethic is also the critic’s
responsibility “to create wherever possible the conditions for dialogue and the
practice of speaking with and to rather than speaking for others” (Alcoff, p. 23).
Centering co-cultural communities in criticism of whiteness texts not only
encourages critic sensitivity to the counterstories of racially marginalized communit-
ies, but also creates the necessary conditions to engage the dialogic relationships
between whiteness and co-cultural experiences with the intent of taking action against
oppressive structures and representations. Perhaps it is through this social justice
ethic that white critics can set out to understand and work against whiteness from the
perspective of co-cultural communities; however imperfectly.


Notes


[1] Throughout the essay, I follow the lead of TUSD’s Mexican American Studies by using the
“Chicana/o” identity marker to indicate the complex histories, cultural knowledge,
experiences, and identities of Mexican Americans. The use of “a/o” is the author’s conscious
effort to forefront continuing struggles over gender inclusivity and equity.


[2] When using this pan-ethnic identifier, I am ever attentive to “the (real or assumed)
commonalities and differences attached to the sign ‘Latina/o’” (Holling & Calafell, 2011,
p. xvi).
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